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Abstract: Any electric transmission lines involving the transfer of power or electric signal requires the matching of electric parameters with the driver, source, cable, or the receiver electronics. Proceeding with the design of electric impedance matching circuit for piezoelectric sensors, actuators, and transducers require careful consideration of the frequencies of operation, transmitter or receiver impedance, power supply or driver impedance and the impedance of the receiver electronics. This paper reviews the techniques available for matching the electric impedance of piezoelectric sensors, actuators, and transducers with their accessories like amplifiers, cables, power supply, receiver electronics and power storage. The techniques related to the design of power supply, preamplifier, cable, matching circuits for electric impedance matching with sensors, actuators, and transducers have been presented. The paper begins with the common tools, models, and material properties used for the design of electric impedance matching. Common analytical and numerical methods used to develop electric impedance matching networks have been reviewed. The role and importance of electrical impedance matching on the overall performance of the transducer system have been emphasized throughout. The paper reviews the common methods and new methods reported for electrical impedance matching for specific applications. The paper concludes with special applications and future perspectives considering the recent advancements in materials and electronics.
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1. Introduction

Devices made of piezoelectric materials perform actuation and sensing tasks covering a wide range of applications. They fall in the category of smart materials and form a basic building material for sensors, actuators, transducers, and smart structures. Some applications require just the proper design of sensor or actuator, for instance buzzers [1], tactile sensors [2,3], vibration sensors [4], and distance measurement [5]. The reason being the less importance of energy efficiency and other less stringent requirements of signal waveform, space and criticality of application. The devices for applications like biomedical imaging [6–8], acoustic emission [9,10], condition monitoring [11,12], nondestructive evaluation (NDE) [13–17], and structural health monitoring (SHM) [18–22] are to be designed considering the performance as a whole system due to the criticality of the tasks they perform like damage or defect detection. The system here includes the sensors or actuators, driving electronics and the target object. The target object can be the structure on which the piezoelectric device is mounted or the test structure. The driving system may involve the electronics related to actuation, sensing, or actuation with sensing (pulse-echo ultrasound). The importance of designing...
as a whole system also comes into play when energy efficiency is important, considering the frequent use of the systems like energy harvesting [23–25]. The system involves, not just the sensor or actuator and the structure (mechanical parts), but also the driving and receiver electronics (electrical components). While impedance matching, in general, involves matching of both acoustic and electrical parts [26], we limit our scope in this paper to the electric aspects.

Piezoelectric sensors, actuators, and transducers perform the best electronically when designed, considering the application type and driving/receiving systems along with the piezoelectric device. Ideal piezoelectric material properties for biomedical application are a high piezo-electric voltage constant like $g_{33}$ (polarized in direction 3), a high piezoelectric strain constant like $d_{33}$ (thickness mode), or $d_{31}$ (in plane mode), an electromechanical coupling coefficient $k_{31} \approx 1$, an acoustic impedance close to 1.5 MRayls, and low electrical and mechanical losses. Such ideal materials are seldom available. Inherently, piezoelectric transducers are narrow-banded, due to which they exhibit large response at resonant frequencies. Many applications like NDE, SHM, biomedical imaging, energy harvesting, etc., require a broadband operation. Acoustic impedance matching (AIM) improves the narrowband operation, but increases the electrical impedance. Such high electric impedance results in a mismatch of impedance between the transducer and interface device like driver or data acquisition device. The mismatch causes the loss in signal amplitude and waveform reducing the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and waveform-based damage features. The mismatch is usually high (around 50 Ω) [27], which causes the reduction of electric energy, and can be minimized by an electric impedance matching (EIM) network. Impedance matching at a resonant frequency involves simple network such as LC or shunt inductor or capacitor [28–32]. Such passive impedance matching circuit is more important where power consumption is more important. In LC based impedance matching circuit, the components are uniquely determined, which is unsuitable for a broadband EMI network that needs multiple or variable value of the components.

This paper outlines the tools, models and electrical properties commonly used for electric matching in Section 2. Section 3 describes the methods available to design EIM networks (EIMN). Section 4 briefly reviews the applications that have been realized by commonly available EIMNs reported in Section 3, as well as newly reported EIMNs for special applications. The paper concludes by discussing the advantages of EIMNs and future perspectives in Section 5.

2. Tools, Models and Data Aiding Electrical Impedance Matching

The interdependence of mechanical and electrical impedance matching needs optimization to determine the final design parameters. While Bode’s theory [33] and a solution developed by Youla [34] are available, their complexity and requirement of analytical form of load characteristics limit the use. The computer-aided design method and its recursive stochastic equalization method finds the optimal value, but deciding the type of topology for optimization is difficult from complex problems [35,36]. A single specific tool is unavailable to design EIMN since design process varies depending on the application and power requirements. The EIMN design is also an area that has received less attention due to the above-said difficulties [27]. The broadband requirements of many applications require multiple/variable values of the components in the EIMN, which depends on the characteristics of the piezoelectric device. Whereas, the dimension of the device can only be designed after the EIMN is finished. Simulation models for piezoelectric devices and optimal EIMN models aid in such design process [37]. In the case of ultrasound transducers, the bandwidth of IM transducer can only be determined after the EIMN is finished. Depending on the availability of EIMN components with required specifications, the EIMN has to be redesigned. Considering these aspects, the optimal EIMN is iteratively designed first using the simulation models. Computer simulation models, other tools and material properties that assist in the design of the EIMNs is presented in this section.

2.1. Computerized Smith Chart

Smith charts synthesize the broadband EIMNs from which the gain and bandwidth can be simulated for a matched transducer. The Smith chart is combined with equivalent circuit models to
establish an equivalent circuit for a matched transducer. Smith chart is available in the form of commercial software from Fritz Dellsperger [38] and many others. As of now, the program from Iowa Hills Software is a free program Smith Chart Version 3.0 [39]. An online interactive version of the Smith chart is also made available by Telestrian [40].

Maximum power delivers from the source to the load if the load impedance is a complex conjugate of the source impedance. To satisfy this criterion, a two-port network, shown in Figure 1, with conjugate matched input impedance at port one to the source impedance. The impedance of output port two is conjugate to the impedance of the load. The acquisition or sensing circuit acting as a load, having an impedance of 50 Ω, which is located at the center of the Smith chart. The source is the ultrasonic transducer operating as a receiver. A Smith chart synthesizes such a network by moving the source impedance to the center point (50 Ω) by adding capacitors and inductors in parallel or in a series [41], as shown in Figure 2. Addition of a parallel inductor moves the impedance point along the constant resistance curves. A series capacitor moves the impedance point along the constant conductance curves. The inductor and capacitor values being frequency dependent mandates the addition of more components to increase the bandwidth. However, the addition of components results in the reduction of the quality factor Q due to the short paths connecting the transducer impedance and the center impedance of the Smith chart. Different network topologies can meet this criterion, but can have different bandwidths. Thus, final selection of appropriate EIMN require computer simulations [42]. For the transducer acting as an actuator, the impedance of the pulser electronics serves as a source impedance and the impedance of the transducer serves as a load impedance. The EIMN has to be designed for both pulser and receiver circuits to maximize the overall performance due to actuation and sensing.

![Figure 1. Block diagram of a two-port network for electric impedance matching showing the complex conjugate matching of source and load impedance with the two ports.](image1)

![Figure 2. The EIMN design procedure using Smith chart (shown at the left) where the input electrical impedance of the ultrasonic transducer is moved toward the center of the Smith chart by adding inductors and capacitors.](image2)
appropriately adjusting the inductor and capacitor component values and topology, at the center frequency. Reproduced with permission from Reference [41], Copyright Elsevier, 2016.

2.2. Computerized Simulation

Piezoelectric ultrasound transducer being an electro-mechanical component is modeled as an equivalent circuit for the purpose of the EIMN design. The Mason [43], Redwood [44], KLM [45,46], network [32,47], and Butterworth-Van Dyke (BVD) [48] models are popularly used as equivalent circuits for a piezoelectric ultrasound transducer. The model is selected according to the application and system type like pulsed or continuous. The KLM model requires the transducers physical parameters like size, thickness, bonding, or coupling material and thickness. Equations describing insertion loss and pulse echo can be obtained with the KLM model. It serves as an intuitive approach to optimize the transducer performance. The electrical port is used for electrical matching. Software PiezoCAD [49] is based on this model and has been extensively used in transducer design. Whereas the network and the BVD require just the impedance and admittance without requiring the physical parameters. It uses lumped components that are straightforward to implement. These equivalent circuit models are combined with a particular EIMN to simulate a matched ultrasound transducer. Open source software with alternate current (AC) simulation capability like Quite Universal Circuit Simulator (QUCS) [50] or OrCAD PSpice A/D (EMA, Design Automation) [51] calculates the frequency response of the matched transducer. The software PSPICE has been used by some studies related to high frequency and broadband ultrasonic transducers for both actuation and reception capabilities [27,29]. The ratio of the matched and the unmatched transducer gives the gain and bandwidth of the EIMN. The deviations in the component values of the EIMN and the impedance of the load and source can also be investigated. An et al. [52] have proposed a genetic algorithm based design method for EIMN involving complex network to design and optimize their topology.

2.3. Equivalent Circuit Models for Piezoelectric Transducer

Ultrasonic transducers are large family of piezoelectric devices, which are fabricated with different materials and geometries. Transducers made of PZT like cymbal [53], conical [54] and PMUT [55] suit high frequency applications. Transducers made of polymers (PVDF, P(VDF-TrFE)) like hemi-cylindrical [56] suit the low frequency applications. The mechanical resonant frequency of most of these transducers occur when the thickness of the piezoelectric elements equals half of the wavelength of the wave. With the introduction of pulsed systems, the limits of electromechanical conversion efficiency have been explored for broadband applications and higher frequency applications like medical diagnostics. The broadband applications involve many mechanical resonant frequencies. Early models of piezoelectric transducers for pulsed systems ignored the losses arising from mechanical, dielectric, and piezoelectric properties, which are frequency dependent. To design an EIMN at these resonant frequencies, the impedance of the transducer at these frequencies needs to be estimated. The first step is to approximate the transducer by an equivalent circuit model. The BVD equivalent circuit model approximations being popular is described here in detail for single and multiple resonant frequency transducers.

2.3.1. Single Frequency BVD Model

A single-frequency BVD model forms an equivalent circuit of a single resonant frequency transducer as shown in Figure 3. It consists of a resistor $R_{SE}$ (mechanical and radiation loss) and a clamping capacitor $C_g$ (equivalent capacitance due to piezoelectric elements and cables, connections, etc.) as lumped components. The other components capacitor $C_E$ and inductor $L_{SE}$ model the resonant performance of the transducer. Such a circuit has power supplied to $R_{SE}$ mimicking the acoustic power emitted when mechanical losses are negligible. The impedance is represented by series and parallel resonant frequencies $\omega_{SE}$ and $\omega_{PA}$ respectively, as
\[
Z_{SE} = \frac{1}{\omega c_0} \left( \frac{\omega^2 - \omega_S^2}{\omega_S^2 + j \frac{R_{SE} \omega}{\omega_S}} \right)
\]

where \( \omega = 2 \pi f \) is the angular frequency, \( \omega_S = 1/(L_{SE} C_{SE}) \) and \( \omega_A = (C_{SE} + C_0)/(L_{SE} C_{SE} C_0) \).

\[\text{Figure 3. Electric Butterworth-Van-Dyke (BVD) model to represent an equivalent circuit of a single resonant frequency transducer [28,48].}\]

2.3.2. Multi-frequency BVD Model

An equivalent circuit of a multi-frequency resonant transducer is represented by the connecting multiple single resonant frequency equivalent circuits in parallel [27], as shown in Figure 4. The admittance of an extended BVD model \( Y_{EBVD} \) formed by parallel connection is the sum of admittances of single frequency BVD circuits \( Y_i \) given by

\[
Y_{EBVD} = \sum_{i=N} Y_i (R_{MCI}, L_{MCI}, C_{MCI}, C_{oi})
\]

where the admittance of signal BVD circuit is given by

\[
Y_i = \frac{j \omega^2 C_{MCI} R_{MCI} C_{oi} - \omega C_{oi} (\omega L_{MCI} C_{MCI} - 1) + \omega C_{MCI}}{\omega L_{MCI} C_{MCI} - 1 + j (\omega L_{MCI} C_{MCI} - 1)}
\]

\[\text{Figure 4. Electric Butterworth-Van-Dyke (BVD) model to represent an equivalent circuit of a multiple resonant frequency transducer [27].}\]

2.4. Modeling Cable Effect on Transducer Performance

High-frequency transducers typically operating in frequency >10 MHz have been widely used in high-resolution imaging and microscopy [57–60]. Attenuation significantly increases at high frequencies reducing the signal intensity [61,62]. In most applications related to ultrasonic imaging [63–65], flaw detection in NDE [66,67,14], quasi-static sensing [4], vibration and acoustic emission sensing [68–70], ultrasonic sensing [71–73], damage detection in SHM [18–20,74], and distance measurement [5] the frequency range considered is 0.01–10 MHz. The signals are not greatly affected by the cables. Thus, researchers have rarely reported the effect of cables on the performance. In applications involving high frequencies or longer cables like ultrasonic microscopy, interventional ultrasound and structural health monitoring of large structures [61,64,18] significant losses in the amplitude and spectrum can be seen [75]. Due to cable losses, wireless sensor networks have gained
more importance [76,77]. The electric impedance mismatch worsens as piezoelectric element size reduces [78–80]. Long cables are often required for ultrasonic transducers in practical applications like biological medicine, marine, nuclear power, and aerospace [81–83]. Cable can effect in two ways, (1) electrical impedance mismatch causing high-energy reflection ratio between the transducer, and (2) the cable great attenuation of the higher part of the frequencies spectrum. Intravascular ultrasound imaging and endoscopic ultrasonography have thinner cables where the influence can be higher. Pre-amplifiers have been employed to tune output impedance of the transducer to the characteristic impedance of the cable where the energy reflection at the interface is greatly minimized [84–86]. Daft et al. [87] used a transformer to match the electric impedance of driving electronics to the cable. These techniques use high-end CMOS technology due to the requirement of space and flexibility. The efficient design depends on the accurate prediction of pulse-echo response of the transducer considering the following losses.

2.4.1. Cable Attenuation, Delay and Reflections

The cable attenuation increases with the cable length and frequency. The cable length increases the resistance. In addition, the higher frequency causes attenuation due to the skin effect and surface roughness. Long cable can introduce significant delay causing the error in the measurement of thickness and distance. Calibration can be done by introducing the correction in time by

$$T_d = \frac{2L_c}{V_c}$$

where $L_c$ is the length of the cable and $V_c$ is the velocity of the light in the cable.

Cable reflection is the reflection of electrical energy back to the pulser resulting from the electric mismatch between the cable and the transducer. This rescues the intensity and creates smaller ring down excitation pulses in the actuation waveform. The reflection is proportional to the reflection coefficient at the load [88,89] given by

$$\Gamma_L = \frac{Z_L - Z_0}{Z_L + Z_0}$$

where $Z_L$ is the load impedance and $Z_0 = \sqrt{(r + j0)/(g + jc)}$ is the characteristic cable impedance. The cable parameters $r$, $l$, $g$ and $c$ are the distributed resistance, inductance, conductance and capacitance per unit length respectively. Jian et al. [90] presented a model to estimate the acoustic output considering the cable parameters using the network theory of KLM [91].

2.4.2. Evaluation of Cable Impedance

Jian et al. [90] have reported a theoretical model based on transmission line theory to predict the electric coupling between the transducer and the cable. Network theory of KLM [91] was used to derive the transfer function between electric insulation and acoustic pressure given by

$$V_{out} = N_e \times N_b \times N_m \times V_{in},$$

where $V_{out}$ is the acoustic output and $V_{in}$ is the electric input. $N_e$, $N_b$, and $N_m$ are the matrices corresponding to the electric, backing and matching parts [92]. The electric part is further expressed as

$$N_e = N_{re} \times N_{tr} \times N_{ca},$$

where $N_{re}$ represents the reactance, $N_{tr}$ represents the frequency dependent transformer and $N_{ca}$ corresponds to the matrix of the cable as per the transmission line theory is given by

$$N_{ca} = \begin{bmatrix} \cosh(\gamma L) & Z_0 \sinh(\gamma L) \\ \sinh(\gamma L) & \cosh(\gamma L) \end{bmatrix}$$

where $\gamma = [(r + j0)(g + j0)]^{1/2}$ is the complex propagation constant of the cable.

2.4.3. Input Impedance of Coaxial Cable Connected to A Transducer

To simulate the influence of the cable on the performance of the pulse-echo system, the input impedance of the cable connected to the transducer [93,94] is first estimated as
\[ Z_{in} = \frac{Z_L + Z_0 \tan(yL)}{Z_L + Z_0 L} Z_0. \]  

Jian et al. [90] studied the simulated impedance and phase of a 50 MHz transducer with and without the coaxial cable. The properties of a 2.2 m 42AWG cable have been considered \( l = 5 \times 10^{-7} \) H/m, \( L = 2.2 \) m, \( Z_L = 50 \) Ω and \( c = 3 \times 10^{-11} \) F/m. The addition of cable greatly changed both the resonance impedances and phases with narrower bandwidth and the resonances shifting to higher frequencies. Thus, the cable parameters should be taken into account, while designing the electric and acoustic matching circuits for high-frequency transducers.

2.4.4. T-type and Π-Type Matching Networks for Cables

Chen et al. [95] presented T and Π type LC networks shown in Figure 5, for electric impedance matching of transducers with long cables. The method involves the determination of equivalent resistance of PZT wafer transducer at resonance \( R_T \) by using a parallel inductor or a symmetrical LC 2-port network involving an inductor in series and a capacitor in parallel. Using uniform transmission line theory the characteristic impedance of a matching line is given by

\[ Z_M = \sqrt{Z_C R_T}, \]  

where \( Z_C \) is the cable characteristic impedance. The components of T and Π type LC matching networks were derived and are given by

\[ L_T = 0.1507 \frac{Z_M}{f}; \quad C_T = 0.1472/(Z_M f), \]  
\[ L_P = 0.1472 \frac{Z_M}{f}; \quad C_P = 0.1507/(Z_M f), \]

where \( f \) is the operating frequency of the transducer. The circuits can increase the power and transfer efficiency by 52.9% and 33.6% in a 200 m long cable [95].

![Figure 5](image1)

**Figure 5.** Impedance matching networks for cables (a) T-type and (b) Π-type [95].

2.5. Acoustic and Electric Material Properties

Electrical and mechanical properties of piezoelectric materials used commonly are tabulated in Table 1. The most important dielectric, piezoelectric and material properties are given below [6]

\[ C_{33} = \frac{\epsilon_{33} A}{t}, \]  
\[ C_{33} = \frac{\epsilon_{33} A}{t}, \]  
\[ \omega_0 = \frac{2\pi c}{t}, \]  
\[ Z_a = \rho / c, \]

where \( t \) and \( A \) are the thickness and surface electrode area of piezoelectric element, \( S_{33} \) is the elastic constant, \( \epsilon_{33} \) is the piezoelectric coefficient, \( C_{33} \) is the clamped capacitance of ultrasonic transducer, \( \epsilon_{33} \) is the clamped dielectric permittivity, \( k_{33} \) is the thickness mode electromechanical coupling coefficient, and \( c \) is the speed of sound in piezoelectric material. Since the piezoelectric material is also a capacitor with two electrodes, the clamped permittivity, area and thickness are properly designed for maximum power transmission. The input electric impedance of the transducer is made real with appropriate electric impedance matching and the resistance is matched to the electrical impedance of the source.
Table 1. Acoustic and electric material properties of commonly used piezoelectric materials. Density-$\rho$, sound velocity-$c$, acoustic impedance-$Z_a$, electro-mechanical coupling-$k_{33}$, quality factor-$Q$, and relative permittivity-$\varepsilon_{33}/\varepsilon_0$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>$\rho$ (kg/m$^3$)</th>
<th>$c$ (m/s)</th>
<th>$Z_a$ (MRayls)</th>
<th>$k_{33}$</th>
<th>$\varepsilon_{33}/\varepsilon_0$</th>
<th>$Q$</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PZT4</td>
<td>7500</td>
<td>4100</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>[96]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PZT5H</td>
<td>7500</td>
<td>3850</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>3400</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>[96]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaTiO$_3$</td>
<td>5700</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>[96]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiNbO$_3$</td>
<td>4640</td>
<td>6400</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>[96]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PbTiO$_3$</td>
<td>7660</td>
<td>5200</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>[97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVDF</td>
<td>1780</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>5–13</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>[97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMN-PT</td>
<td>8030</td>
<td>4610</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>[97,98]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Methods of Electrical Impedance Matching

Matching the output impedance of a transmitter driving electronics to a high impedance transducer maximizes the power transfer resulting in a better SNR, spatial resolutions and contrast to noise ratio (CNR). The electric impedance can be matched by many ways including electric networks, material property of transducer, cable length and transducer design. In specific cases, diameter of the piezoelectric element [99], lateral dimension [100,101], or cable length [102] is chosen to match the electric impedance of the transducer. Multilayer transducers are known to increase the SNR and transmitted energy [103]. While developing focused array transducers, Nakazawa et al. [104] increased the capacitance with multilayer lamination of PU thin films to match the electrical impedance. Smith [105] has emphasized the importance of electric impedance matching of PVDF, P(VDF-TrFE) based ceramic composites by altering the dielectric constant through the volume ratio. Zhang et al. [106] modified PMN-PT ceramic with larger permittivity than other piezoelectric materials like PMN-PT and PZN-PT single crystals, PZT-based piezoceramics and lead-free piezo materials to develop transducers with matched electrical impedance.

Electric impedance can be matched with simple shunt and series inductors to cancel the reactive component of the transducer [107–109]. Optimization of the EIMNs with driver/receiver electronics for broadband application in high-frequency range is difficult. Different ways have looked to find a compromise between bandwidth and efficiency. The piezoelectric materials can be used as actuator, sensor, and a transducer. Transducers can operate in pitch-catch or pulse-echo due to which they are also called transceivers. In the case of the transmitter, the tuning circuit is placed across the pulser output. In the case of the receiver, the tuning circuit is connected across the electrodes of the piezoelectric probe. The matching scheme for pulse-echo and pitch-catch configurations is shown in Figure 6. In the pulse-echo technique, the matching circuits are placed across the pulser as well as the probe [110]. This is because the probe serves the dual purpose of actuation and reception. A pitch-catch setting explains the different arrangement of the matching circuit in the cases for receiver and transmitter [111].
3.1. Single Resonant Frequency Based Design

The piezoelectric transducer is a capacitive load and not a resistive load at its resonant frequencies. The ultrasonic signal has a phase difference between the voltage and current affecting the resonant effect of the transducer and the power transfer from the power supply [112]. A simple way of matching the electric impedance is by adding an inductor in series or in parallel with the transducer [113,114,107]. At series resonance, a shunt inductor with a value $1/(\omega^2 C_0)$ is added. Whereas for parallel resonance, a shunt inductor with value $1/(\omega^2 C_0) + R_0^2 C_0$ is added. Here, $C_0$ is the capacitance of transducer and $R_0 = 4kTZ_c/\left[\pi\omega C_0(Z_1 + Z_2)\right]$, where $Z_1$ and $Z_2$ are the acoustic impedance of load and backing material, respectively.

The resonant frequency transducers can be simplified from single frequency BVD modes (Figure 7) as $R_{TRA}$ in parallel to $C_0$. The connection of the transducer to the pulser is through a matching circuit. The pulser is a source $V_{PUL}$ with output impedance $R_{PUL} + jX_{PUL}$ and transducer with impedance $R_{TRA} + jX_{TRA}$ acts as a load. Consider $X_{IN}$ and $X_{OUT}$ to be the reactance components (due to energy storage in capacitor and inductor) of the matching network and $Z_{IN}$ the impedance faced by the source due to the load. The equations for $X_{IN}$ and $X_{OUT}$ are obtained using the criteria to maximize the power transfer from the source to the load. The efficiency is maximum when the impedance of the source is a complex conjugate of the load as $R_{PUL} = \Re(Z_{IN})$ and $X_{PUL} = -\Im(Z_{IN})$ for which we get

$$X_{IN} = Q_{MC} R_{TRA} + X_{TRA}, \quad X_{OUT} = \frac{-R_{PUL}^2 - X_{IN}^2}{Q_{MC} R_{IN}^2 + X_{IN}^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

where $Q_{MC} = \pm \sqrt{R_{IN} \left[1 + (X_{IN}/R_{IN})^2\right]/R_{OUT}}$. The circuit is simplified assuming purely resistive output excitation and a low pass filter solution for matching circuit to enable excitation operated by any harmonic. The inductance and capacitance components of the matching circuit are given by

$$L_{MC} = \frac{R_{PUL}}{\omega} \sqrt{\frac{R_{TRA}}{R_{PUL}} - 1},$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

$$C_{MC} = \frac{R_{PUL}}{\omega R_{TRA}} \sqrt{\frac{R_{TRA}}{R_{PUL}} - 1} - C_0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)
3.2. Broadband Multi-Frequency Based Design

The design overview of an EIMN for a broadband ultrasonic transducer [27] is shown in Figure 8. First, the admittance of the ultrasonic transducer is measured. The measurement can be done using commercially available equipment such as impedance analyzer or vector network analyzer. Time domain methods can also be used for this task [115,116]. At the series resonance, the magnitude of admittance being largest lets the series angular frequency to be found by setting the imaginary part of the denominator of Equation (3) to zero as

$$\omega_{SEM} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{L_{MCI}C_{MCI}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

where $\omega_{SEM} = 2\pi f_{SEM}$ is the angular frequency at the series resonance. Thus, Equation (3) reduces to

$$Y_i(\omega_{SEM}) = \frac{1}{R_{MCI}} + j\omega_{SEM}C_{0i}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

The real part of the admittance is conductance. Thus, resistance components values can be calculated from the reciprocal of the real part of the admittance by

$$R_{MCI} = \frac{1}{\text{Re}[Y_i(\omega_{SEM})]}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

The capacitance $C_{0i}$ representing the susceptance is the imaginary part of the admittance given by

$$C_{0i} = \frac{\text{Im}[Y_i(\omega_{SEM})]}{\omega_{SEM}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

Using the parallel resonance criteria where the magnitude of the admittance is smallest. Thus, the real part of the numerator of Equation (3) is set to zero. This gives the capacitance $C_{MCI}$ and inductance $L_{MCI}$ of the matching circuit as

$$C_{MCI} = C_{0i} \left(\frac{\omega_{PAM}}{\omega_{SEM}} - 1\right); \quad L_{MCI} = \frac{1}{\omega_{SEM}^2} C_{MCI}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

where $\omega_{PAM} = 2\pi f_{PAM}$ is the angular frequency at the parallel resonance. Since the component values are evaluated at resonant frequencies, the admittance of BVD circuit values may not match the actual values at other frequencies. Nonlinear regression is carried out in a frequency range...
containing one resonant frequency to fine-tune the estimated components. For the initial guess, the admittance estimated using Equation (3) and the component values using Equation (23) is provided as an initial guess. This process is repeated for frequency ranges containing other resonant frequencies. The sets of component values determined for these frequency ranges is used as an initial guess for second nonlinear regression fitting, which determines the final component values for the extended multi-resonant frequency BVD model. Nonlinear regression can be easily done using MATLAB nonlinear regression function “nlinfit”.

Figure 8. Block diagram representing an electric impedance matching network design process [27].

3.3. Filter Structure Based Network

Increase in the center frequency of the transducers requires the reduction of thickness [64,117–119]. It causes the impedance of the transducer to approach zero resulting in a severe electrical impedance mismatch. Electric impedance consists of complex resistive and reactive components given by

\[ Z_s(\omega) = R_s(\omega) + jX_s(\omega); \quad Z_x(\omega) = R_x(\omega) + jX_x(\omega). \]  \hspace{1cm} (24)

Moon et al. [120] presented a filter structure based electrical impedance matching network for high-frequency ultrasound transducers. Figure 9 shows the EIMN where two reactive components are connected to the transducer in series and in parallel when the electrical impedance of a system is larger than that of a transducer \(|Z_s| > |Z_x|\) and vice versa \(|Z_x| > |Z_s|\). When the system has larger electric impedance, the input and output electrical impedance of the matching network is given by

\[ Z_{in}(\omega) = Z_{a*}(\omega); \quad Z_{out}(\omega) = Z_{x*}(\omega). \]  \hspace{1cm} (25)

By analysis of the circuit, the frequency dependent resistive and reactive components can be found by

\[ A = \frac{-R_sX_x \pm \sqrt{R_s R_x [R_s^2 + X_x^2 - R_s R_x]}}{R_x}; \quad B = \frac{-R_sX_x \pm \sqrt{R_s R_x [R_s^2 + X_x^2 - R_s R_x]}}{R_s}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (26)

A positive \(A\) and negative \(B\) has a low-pass filter structure, whereas the positive \(B\) and negative \(A\) has a high-pass filter structure. When the electric impedance of the system is smaller than the transducer, a shunt reactive component \(B\) is placed near to the transducer whose value is given by
\[ A = \frac{-R_x X_s \pm \sqrt{R_x R_s [R_x^2 + X_s^2 - R_s]}}{R_x} \]
\[ B = \frac{-R_x X_s \pm \sqrt{R_x R_s [R_x^2 + X_s^2 - R_s]}}{R_s - R_x} \]

The proposed method modifies the spectral characteristics while increasing the efficiency of electric transfer. The spectrum of the output signal from the EIMN is \( V_{EIMN}(\omega) = V_{TRANS}(\omega) H(\omega) \).

When a transducer generates low-frequency high-amplitude components, high-pass filter EIMN structure is suitable to eliminate these components. Zhao et al. [121] have used a low pass filter to function both as a filter and an electric matching circuit for application in structural health monitoring based on piezoelectric wireless sensor-actuator network.

![Figure 9. Schematic circuitry of the EIMN in the case where the electrical impedance magnitude of a system is larger than that of a transducer based on Low-pass (left) and high-pass (right) filter structures. \( L_s \) and \( L_p \) indicate series and parallel inductors and \( C_s \) and \( C_p \) are series and parallel capacitors [120].](image)

3.4. Selective Damping and Tuning Circuits for High-Efficiency Spike Generation

Most NDE applications involve a multi-probe inspection system. Each probe needs to be tuned for best sensitivity for the given material and geometry under test. Tuning is done using the EIMN where the components are tuned by the operator. Most practical situations involve tuning values manually in specific circuits for each NDE case and testing each channel to find the best sensitivity. Mode of the operation of the transducer determines the placement of matching or tuning circuits that enhance the efficiency of the operation of transmitter or receiver. The tuning circuits enable the user to tune specific components in the circuit to optimize the operation of the transducer for a given operation. A tuned shunt circuit composed of an inductance and a parallel resistance cancel out some reactive components in the transducer input [122,107]. It increases the sensitivity of the piezoelectric transduction, but introduces distortions in signals waveform and reductions in signal bandwidth [107].

Early developments involved general-purpose impedance matching procedures that had complex networks, but high voltage NDE requirements were difficult to be met. For instance, explicit formulas and theoretical limitations of broadband matching impedance has been presented [123,33]. Augustine and Andersen [124] presented an algorithm to achieve lossless and transformer-less broadband equalizer by introducing an algorithm to match a resistive source to the piezoelectric transducer with power gain. A more advanced computer-aided design was also proposed [125,126]. Detailed criteria to determine the tuning and matching criteria have been proposed for stationary driving regime [127], but they did not work well since the driving regime involves transients due to emission and reception electronic units, time-variable complex impedance of spike generation, and multi-channel switching systems [128]. Few applications require the electrical power to be applied to the mechanical branch of the piezoelectric transducer, which other practical situations require the changing of high voltage pulse. Shunt and series tuning can be used, but a parallel connection is most effective in resolving possible oscillations due to fast damping of electrical resonance [129,130].
Tuning procedure for the pulse-echo mode is different from through transmission. In the pulse-echo mode, a tradeoff is decided for the tuning value to fit the suitability for emitter and receiver. In both cases, the frequency selective damping unit is introduced in the emission stage to avoid oscillations in the excitation spike $V_E$, as shown in Figure 10. This unit includes nonlinear semiconductor circuits. The tuning unit is consistent with a single transducer working as emitter and a receiver in the pulse-echo scheme. The pulse-echo has independent probes for emission and reception. This allows the independent selection of tuning for better considering excitation and reception.

Figure 10. Equivalent circuit diagram representing the tuning of a piezoelectric transceiver for excitation and reception in a pitch-catch mode [131].

For sophisticated configurations of NDE (like the beam steering), variable focusing, SAFT and other multi-channel schemes are needed. Depending on the type of scanning and probes, the tuning circuits can be shared at different time instances or can be independent. Space limitations entail the use of a simplified circuit but the cross-coupling in the high-frequency range can be notable. The cross-coupling also increases due to high-frequency demultiplexer and cable effect [132–134]. An approach of separate damping and tuning stages isolates such spurious effects. Such selective damping and tuning networks have been developed to achieve electric impedance matching for transmitter and receiver [131,111] through a high-efficiency spike generation. The high voltage excitation pulse is examined in the Laplace domain with inductive tuning under loading conditions. Since the damping circuit is same for pulse-echo and pitch-catch configuration, and voltage levels of reception is low for pulse-echo signals. The representation of configurations is shown in Figure 10 as applicable to both the cases. Here the pulser circuit forms the high voltage ramp source $V_I$ in series with the differentiating type shaper $X_{SH} - R_{SH}$, the parallel input circuit of receiver $C_R - R_R$ and the tuning network $Z_{TUN}$. The equivalent networks may be the classical Mason or KLM based equivalent circuits. The circuit is reduced to a single impedance of capacitive type $jX_{SH}$ assuming $R_S + Z_L \ll R_{SH}$. Nonlinear semiconductor components connected across terminals A and B to selectively damp the excitation pulse $V_E$ alters the trailing edge of pulse and thus was ignored. Thus, for an inductive parallel tuning, the spike $V_E$ in Laplace transformation is written as

$$V_E(s) = \frac{-c_{SH}V_I}{(1+\sigma\tau)(sC_P+c_{SH})+1/R_S+1/s^2Z_{TUN}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (28)

where $R_P - C_P$ is an effective load for the pulser, $R_X$ is an equivalent parallel of $R_{SH}$ and $R_P$ and $\tau$ is the fall time of waveform $V_I$. The temporal behavior of received signal $V_T$ in the open circuit is derived and is given by

$$V_T(t) = V_I e^{-t/\tau}R_{ISH}R_{TUN}R_{PIEZ}R_{TUN}^R$$  \hspace{1cm} (29)
where $R_I$ and $R$ denote impulsive time responses to be evaluated in real conditions.

3.5. Reconfigurable Complex Conjugate Impedance Matching

Acoustic to electric conversion in miniaturized ultrasonic receivers requires adaptive matching techniques for application in battery operated biomedical devices. Although the use of complex conjugate EIMN design with a fixed value of the electric components has been reported [135,136], the power receiver should be tunable with the source for a wide frequency range of dynamic loads. In addition, the off-resonance tuning ability should be considered for variable application load. Power electronics design for rectifier based power receivers to achieve high efficiency has been extensively reported [137,138]. To optimize the efficiency of the receiver due to a large variation of load, first-order calculations are available to model nonlinear power recovery circuits, which can yield a high efficiency of 80% [139,140]. A typical piezoelectric material can have a two-order change in the magnitude of the real part of impedance when the configuration is changed from short circuit to open circuit. The conventional reactive inductance matching with inductors is not possible to be designed for miniature devices size in a range of millimeters. Pure capacitive matching networks are possible in the range 1–40 pF.

Chang et al [141] proposed an adaptive matching method for capacitive only matching networks to operate the piezoelectric receivers for dynamically varying load efficiently. They represented the receiver as a Thévenin model with a root-mean-squared open-circuit voltage $V_{oc} = 2(P_{ave,ele}R_{piezo})^{0.5}$. A commercial full-wave bridge rectifier (HSMS-282X Surface Mount RF Schottky Barrier Diodes) is used as power recovery circuit. Optimal adaptive matching parameters at various load powers were obtained from simulations performed using Advanced Design System (ADS) from Keysight. Series and L matching networks where $Z_{in}$ and $Z_{piezo}$ are complex conjugates used. As $P_{load}$ varies, the operating frequency is tuned to change $R_{piezo}$ close to $R_{in}$. The remaining inductive part of $Z_{piezo}$ is matched by tuning the series capacitor $C_s$ in a series matching network. Whereas L network gives additional freedom with extra shunt capacitor to change $R_{in}$ based on topology and quality factor. A comparison of $\eta_{implant} = P_{load} / P_{acou}$, where $P_{acou}$ is the incident acoustic power showed an increase of as much as 20% for the L matching network when compared to series matching. A huge increase in efficiency of ~50% was seen with respect to a non-adaptive system. The capacitances values varied from 2–20 pF. Similarly, Lee et al [142] used L matching network topology to match the electric impedance of interdigital electrode transducer and a signal source. Rekhi et al [143] also used a single stage L matched topology to realize the network-on-chip or mm-scale off-chip. Ren and Lissenden [144] considered three frequencies to design L-matching networks using Smith chart and ensured the transducer impedance is complex conjugate of the source impedance. Figure 11 shows the predicted amplitude of Lamb wave mode A0 and S0 modes [21] without matching and with matching at 0.35 MHz. The amplitude of the received signal at 0.35 MHz is more than 100%.

![Figure 11](image-url)
4. Electric Impedance Matching for Specific Applications

The EIMNs are used when the sensing signals have low SNR, actuator has a limitation, high power efficiency is required for industrial use and the actuation power is limited. To save significant power, Sherrit et al. [145] measured the admittance of the ultrasonic transducer to design the EIMN for a horn used for cleaning, welding, soldering, cutting and drilling. Qiu et al [146] used a transformer to match the impedance of the ultrasonic transducer used for neuro-stimulation to the amplifier source. The value of the inductance was determined by the Smith chart. Kuo et al. [147] also used Smith chart (Smith V3.10, Bern University of Applied Sciences, Bern, Switzerland) to design an EIMN for high-intensity focused ultrasound phased array transducer developed for breast tumor treatment. The requirements of the phase 0° and the amplitude 50 Ω at 1 MHz was achieved.

Lin and Xu [148] presented a detailed study discussing the effect of series matching inductor on the resonance or anti-resonance frequency, electromechanical coupling coefficient, electrical quality factor and electro-acoustic efficiency. Lee et al. [149] used a series capacitor and a shunt inductor to match the electric impedance of dual-frequency oblong-shaped-focused transducers used for imaging intravascular tissue. This section reviews some applications where advanced EIMNs are essentially used. Many of these applications are based on the theory and commonly used methods explained in the previous sections. Some new and uncommon or specific applications have also been reviewed. Table 2 summarizes the tools and methods used by the applications and the electric matching parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sec</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Matching Components</th>
<th>Tool or Model Used</th>
<th>Method Used</th>
<th>Improved Parameter</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>Resonant frequency actuation</td>
<td>Actuator with power supply</td>
<td>BVD model</td>
<td>Single frequency</td>
<td>Voltage 300%</td>
<td>[28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>Broadband actuation and sensing</td>
<td>Transducer with power supply and receiver circuit</td>
<td>BVD model</td>
<td>Multi-frequency</td>
<td>Gain</td>
<td>[27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>Spike generation</td>
<td>Actuator with power supply</td>
<td>KLM model</td>
<td>Selective Damping</td>
<td>Bandwidth and voltage</td>
<td>[131]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>Energy storage</td>
<td>Piezo-source with storage</td>
<td>Thevenin circuit</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Power &gt;20% Transducer velocity &gt;1.7</td>
<td>[31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Power supply and preamplifier</td>
<td>Actuator with power supply and sensor with amplifier</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>[150]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>Cable attenuation</td>
<td>Transducer with power supply and receiver</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Voltage</td>
<td>[90]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>Ultra-thin transducer</td>
<td>Actuator with power supply</td>
<td>SMITH chart</td>
<td>L-type matching</td>
<td>Voltage &gt;65%</td>
<td>[41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>Needle transducer</td>
<td>Transducer with pulser/receiver</td>
<td>Filter structure</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Bandwidth, SNR</td>
<td>[120]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>NDE</td>
<td>Transducer with preamplifier</td>
<td>L-type matching</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Voltage &gt;9x</td>
<td>[151]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1. Actuation in Resonant Frequency Ultrasonic Transducers

Garcia-Rodriguez et al. designed a BVD based single resonant matching circuit, as discussed in Section 3.1. First, the circuit in Figure 7 with all the components of the BVD model of the transducer with a working frequency of 0.8 MHz is simulated using PSpice program. The real and imaginary
part of the simulated impedance is shown in Figure 12a. The imaginary part is compensated and the real part is matched to 50 Ω using a matching network. Figure 12b shows the simulated acoustic power emitted by the pulsing circuit with the LC matching network. The power output emitted by the matched transducer is nine times higher with a matching circuit. Experiments were conducted to estimate the response of air coupled transducer with a matching circuit. The matching network component values were estimated to be $C_{MC} = 560 \text{ pF}$ and $L_{MC} = 56 \text{ µH}$. The transducer was operated with 15-cycle modulated pulse of 30 V peak-to-peak and a center frequency of 800 kHz. The ultrasonic field was measured by a hydrophone placed 1.7 cm away in front of it. The signal was amplified by 57 dB and recorded by an oscilloscope. An improvement of 300% in the amplitude of the received signal was seen with the matched transducer, as shown in Figure 12c. This improvement leads to improved SNR and better accuracy in measurements.
**Figure 12.** (a) Simulated impedance using PSPICE simulation software corresponding to an air-coupled ultrasonic transducer. (b) Simulated power using PSPICE simulation software corresponding to an air-coupled ultrasonic transducer with and without the matching circuit components. (c) Comparison of experimental signals received by a hydrophone due to excitation of an air-coupled transducer at 800 kHz with and without electrical impedance matching circuit. Reproduced from Reference [28] under a creative commons license from Elsevier.

4.2. Actuation and Sensing of Broadband Ultrasonic Transducers

Huang and Paramo [27] presented a broadband EIMN design using extended BVD model explained in Section 3.2. The matching of an acoustic emission sensor R50α from Physical Acoustics Corp. (Princeton Junction, NJ, USA), was considered in this work with an operating frequency range of 150–400 kHz. It was bonded on an aluminium channel and complex admittances were measured using VNA (ZL3, Rohde and Schwarz International) with a port impedance of 50 Ω. In the operational frequency range, three resonances peaks were observed at 150, 320 and 525 kHz. A simple test involving the measurement of response (using an oscilloscope with 50 Ω coupling) due to lead break also showed these frequencies in the frequency response. A large mismatch and large sensor response was observed at 320 kHz and was selected for EIMN design. The complex admittance and impedances were 0.6 + j0.63 mS or 791 − j840 Ω, respectively. Extended BVD model was considered for which three frequency ranges were considered and component values were determined. Measured conductance and susceptance matched with the simulated curves for different frequencies. The network was designed using Smith v3.10 (Fritz Dellsperger, Bern University of Applied Sciences, Bern, Switzerland) with quality factor $Q = 2$ and the maximum number of the component as 5. The simulation model was established by inserting the EIMN between the equivalent circuit of the unmatched transducer and a 50 Ω load. Two types of configurations like A and T types were selected for hardware implementation. The authors first studied the variation of the frequency response of matching networks due to the variation of the actual value of commercially acquired components from their ideal values, estimated using simulations. They found similar variations of acquired and simulated responses. The gain value showed drastic improvement at the center frequency over the range considered in both the cases where the transducer used as a sensor or actuator was matched. The EIMN used for sensing showed better performance with network A. The T-network exhibited a resonance at around 300 kHz. The EIMN used for actuation also showed a better performance with network A in the entire range of the frequencies. Thus, the matching networks can be used for ultrasonic transducers operating in a dual mode of actuation and sensing.
4.3. Selective Damping and Tuning for Spike Generation

The effect of damping and tuning on the generated spike was analyzed by Ramos et al. [131] for the reception response. They considered acoustic propagation through the homogeneous plastic medium and neglected diffraction. Pitch-catch mode was considered to analyze the independent effect of tuning in transmitter and receiver stages. Two similar transducer models having a lead zirconate titanate disc of 20 mm diameter were considered. Electrical admittances were computed and the KLM model was used to evaluate the transfer functions of emission and reception. The tuning circuit modifies the excitation pulse applied to the transducer. Improvements was seen by increasing the tuning levels in the exciter and receiver tuning circuits by tuning the inductance parameters $L_{\text{TUN}}$ and $L_{\text{TUN}}$, respectively. The exciter and receiver circuits have been explained in Section 3.4. More than 100% improvement in the bandwidth and amplitude is possible by proper selection of tuning parameters in both exciter and receiver tuning circuits.

4.4. Matching for Energy Transfer from Source to Storage

Smart wireless sensor nodes autonomously report the operating conditions accessed by health monitoring systems installed on cars, buildings, aircraft etc. [152,153]. Piezoelectric based systems not only serve the purpose to sense valuable vibration information of the structures but also generate power from the same vibrations. Since direct powering of any wireless transmitter is not possible, a storage system with highly efficient circuit interface is needed [154]. Determination of mechanical system parameters is the first step that helps in the selection of optimal electronic loads in the circuits in the second step. The final step involves the design of an interface with the storage system. A combination of the bridge rectifier and step-down converter [155] and similar techniques have been reported to increase the conversion efficiency to about 92%. Such a technique has become popular in MEMS applications based energy harvesting [23,24]. In these works, the electric impedance is assumed as capacitive and electric resistance is adapted to suit the piezoelectric equivalent impedance. This is not valid since the harvesters work at resonant frequencies where electric impedance has a considerable real part apart from the reactive (capacitive) component. Thus, the electric impedance of the matching circuit should be equal to the complex conjugate impedance of the piezoelectric generator. Very high real part may make the matching process unrealizable. Brufau-Penella and Puig-Vidal [31] demonstrated complex-conjugate impedance matching for a commercially available piezoelectric bender QP40w from Mide Corporation for energy harvesting applications. A two-port grey box model was presented to obtain the transfer function used for the system identification process. A lumped electromechanical model was derived with base vibration and input voltage as effort variables, and flow variables as input current and beam tip velocity. These lumped models simplify the governing partial differential equations to ordinary differential equations. Thevenin circuit is assumed with the piezo generator as a source and piezoelectric cantilever beam as equivalent load and internal impedance. As per the maximum power transfer theorem, the load impedance value is chosen as the complex conjugate of the equivalent Thevenin impedance value. The governing differential equation of the mechanical system is derived and were compared with the lumped electromechanical model equations involving the effective mass $M_n$, the effective compliance $C_n$, and a damping contribution $\xi_n$ modeled with a resistor $R_n$. The derived equations for power generated $P_H$ with the matched circuit is given as a function of the voltage of the piezo source $V_{TH}$ by

$$P_H(s) = \frac{|V_{TH}|^2(C_e(\omega_n^2-\omega^2)^2+2\xi_n\omega_n\omega)^2}{16\xi_n\omega_n(\omega_n^2-\omega^2)^3}$$

where sub-index $n$ represents the $n^{\text{th}}$ resonant mode, $\omega_n$ is the resonant frequency in open-circuit conditions and $C_e$ is the electric capacitance due to the dielectric nature of the piezoelectric materials. Complex conjugate matching process with a 50 mH load inductor at 925 Hz yielded an increase off 20% of the generator power.

4.5. Power Supply and Preamplifier Development Considering Optimal Driving Frequency
Most of the matching circuits are designed for the resonant frequency operation of the transducers [156–158]. Considering the power dissipation of the power supply, resonant frequency-based design may not be optimal. At resonance, the loss arises mainly due to the generation of heat, which is proportional to elastic loss. At anti-resonance, the loss results from dielectric, elastic, and piezoelectric losses [159]. Thus, some studies suggest the use of anti-resonant frequency-based design [160]. Mechanical quality factor exhibits the highest value between the resonant and anti-resonant frequencies [161–163]. Dong et al. [150] presented the design of a Class E resonant inverter as a capacitive output impedance driver to drive a Langevin transducer with dominant inductive characteristics. First, the mechanical energy constant is determined by driving the transducer HEC45402 from Honda Electronic Co. Ltd. (Toyohashi, Japan), at single frequency and measuring the vibration using a laser Doppler vibrometer. A frequency sweep was performed adjusting the driving voltage to achieve constant velocity. The voltage, current, and admittance phase curves indicated the lowest voltage and lowest current at 40.07 kHz and 42.05 kHz, respectively, which are the resonance and anti-resonance frequencies, respectively. The lowest actual input power was obtained at 41.27 kHz in between the resonance and anti-resonance frequencies. The mechanical quality factor is the ratio of energy stored (kinetic energy) to energy dissipated (in this case of no load it is the input electric power $P_a$) given by

$$Q_m = 2πf \frac{mv^2}{P_a},$$

(31)

where $f$ is the frequency, $m$ is the mass and $v$ is the measured velocity. The lowest input power was characterized by the inductive impedance for which a capacitive output impedance driver was designed for the transducer impedance $Z = 144.2 + j2065$ Ω at 41.27 kHz. The BVD model of the piezoelectric transducer was considered. The cost-effective Class E resonant inverter was used instead of other inverters and since it is intended to drive a resistive load, a series capacitor $C_{1e}$ simulated and estimated by PSpice software was added. Impedance matching circuit with Langevin transducer was considered as a resistor $R_{load}$. The impedance matching circuit was connected to a DC signal source $V$ through a power MOSFET switch, a choke inductor $L_f$ and a shunt capacitance $C_{1e}$. The component values were calculated [164] and with a constant input power of the transducer as 15.5 mW, the vibration velocity achieved was 1.7 times larger than that at the resonance frequency. In a similar manner, Bovtun et al. [165] developed preamplifier for a receiver with inbuilt impedance matching having a gain range of 60 dB at 1 MΩ load to 54 dB at 50 Ω load.

4.6. Estimation of Cable Attenuation for High-Frequency Applications

Pulse-echo measurements are common in high-frequency imaging applications. The electric impedance of the transducer is inversely proportional to the capacitance at resonance. Transmission line theory allows the coaxial cable to be modeled as an impedance transformer matching the impedance to the electronics [166]. This reduces the reflections and increases the power delivery. A modified Mason model by Ohigashi et al. [167] allows the user to select a standard shielded coaxial cable like RG-58 and RG-59 [168]. Jian et al. [90] performed experiments to study the attenuation in pulse-echo transducers with different cable length in detail. Transducers of 12 MHz, 20 MHz, and 50 MHz were fabricated with (001)-oriented PZT 5H material with different thickness. A backing material E-Solder 3022 (VonRoll Isola, New Haven, CT) was lapped to 1 mm on one side. The other side was matched with a quarter-wave layer using Epo-tek 301 (EpoxyTechnology Inc., Billerica, MA, USA, acoustic impedance = 6.0 MRayls). The peak-to-peak amplitude of 12 MHz, 20 MHz, and 50 MHz-transducers with different cable lengths showed an exponential reduction with the cable length for all the transducers. With the same cable length, the amplitude decreases with the transducer center frequency.

4.7. Energy Transmission to Ultra-thin Transducer for Cell Manipulation

High-frequency ultrasound is widely used in clinical diagnosis, which has been realized from the decades of research on the design and development of transducers for high-frequency imaging
and safety of human tissue [169,170,51]. Very high-frequency ultrasound at frequencies >100 kHz is used in single-cell analysis, acoustic trapping and high-resolution mechanotransduction [171–173]. These transducers have a highly focused beam with a large aperture to generate strong acoustic pressure field [174]. It is also safe for the living cells due to lower power and short duration pulse used. The lower power is realized only when the electric impedance of the transducer is matched with driving electronics [175,176]. Impedance mismatch leads to a large portion of electrical energy reflected back to the excitation source, especially in large aperture and high-frequency ultrasonic transducer. This problem is inherent due to piezoelectric materials having high dielectric constants. Various impedance matching schemes have been proposed to achieve broadband operation and high resolution [34,124]. These networks are not appropriate where maximum intensity at a single resonance frequency is required.

Kim et al. [41] suggested the use of Smith chart instead of PiezoCAD from Sonic Concepts, Bothell, WA since it is not applicable for high-frequency design. They sacrificed the bandwidth and used L-type impedance matching network with tuning ability described in Section 3.4, to achieve a sharp peak at the resonance frequency. Figure 13 shows the Smith chart and a developed impedance matching network with transducer fabricated on a printed circuit board. The values of the capacitor and inductor obtained from the design were 100 pF and 8 nH, respectively. Figure 14 shows a 65% increase in the pulse-echo signal obtained from the transducer with the EIMN at 111 MHz. The experiments were performed further on HeLa cell treated by the ultrasonic transducer for four hours. The cells treated with the transducer with EIMN were alive, whereas the cell treated without EIMN was dead. Thus, the transducer with the EIMN was safe for the transducer element as well as the targeted cell. Such impedance matching circuits show great promise in low frequency applications ~200 kHz with transducers of different configurations [177].
4.8. Filter Structure EIMN for Needle Transducer

Pulse-echo response from a custom-made 50 MHz ultrasound needle transducer immersed into a deionized-water-filled container with a steel target was measured to check the filter structure based EIMN discussed in Section 3.3. The fabricated network on a PCB is shown in Figure 15. The electrical impedance of the pulser/receiver system was 50 Ω. Transducer had an electrical impedance with a magnitude of 21.6 Ω, −55.5° phase angle at 50 MHz. Since the electrical impedance of the transducer is smaller than that of the pulser/receiver system, \( Z_x = 12.6 \times \angle -55.5^\circ = 12.236 - j17.8 \) and \( Z_s = 50 \times \angle 0^\circ = 50 \) Ω.

Figure 15. Needle ultrasonic transducer with filter based electric impedance matching network. Reproduced with permission from Reference [120], Copyright Elsevier, 2016.

Figure 16 shows the response of the needle transducer when high-pass and low-pass filter based EIMNs are used. The low-pass filter based EIMN attenuates the higher frequency components decreasing the center frequency of the needle transducer from 47.5 MHz to 36.1 MHz. However, the
bandwidth increased from 50.5% to 90.7%. An increase in the SNR was seen from 65.9 dB to 70.5 dB. The high-pass based EIMN decreased the frequency components lower than its cutoff frequency enhancing the higher frequency components. It increased the bandwidth to 101.6%, but a decrease in the center frequency was minimized.

Figure 16. Needle ultrasonic transducer with filter based electric impedance matching network. Reproduced with permission from Reference [120], Copyright Elsevier, 2016.

4.9. Nondestructive Evaluation of Composite and Sandwich Structures

Increase in the energy transfer efficiency is highly desirable when testing composite materials and sandwich structures where the SNR is high due to the inherent wave damping and dispersion characteristics of the structures. Sandwich and composites are extensively used as structural materials in high-performance structures like wind turbine blades, aircraft, spacecraft, unmanned aerial vehicles and rockets. Nondestructive evaluation and SHM are indispensable tools to increase the safety and operating cost. Electric tuning or matching circuits with such high-energy transfer efficiency will greatly help in the design of such systems. Such circuits also minimize power consumed when the transducers are used in industry setting to inspect large parts or a huge number of components.

Noting the high voltage levels of amplifier close to the breakdown of the exciter, Mariani et al. [13] used PSpice software to design L type networks based EIMN for the receiver side. Gaal et al. [151] developed an ultra-low noise pre-amplifier for air-coupled ultrasonic receiver with an output impedance of 1 to 10 MΩ an extremely high input impedance of 100 MΩ // 10 pF (See Figure 17). The resistor-inductor-capacitor (RLC) configuration at 170 kHz was found to yield the best SNR for air-coupled receiver. Figure 18 shows nine-fold improvement in the receiver signal when a matching inductor in connected with improvement in SNR.

Figure 17. Focusing transducer based on cellular polypropylene with an electric matching unit shown in the background for air-coupled ultrasonic testing. Reproduced with permission from Reference [151], Copyright AIP, 2016.
5. Conclusions and Future Perspectives

This paper presented the methods available to develop EIMNs considering the requirements of various applications. Common analytical, numerical and software tools available to assist in the design the EIMNs have been discussed. The proper selection of transducer parameters like geometry, electrode design, and material properties during the design stage itself leads to a highly optimized electric impedance matching with great power transfer efficiencies. The simulation tools and software help in the design of complex network for broadband transducers. Since the designed component values and commercially available components of EIMN can differ in the specifications, these tools provide the platform to study the compatibility and redesign without much expense. In the past, electrical impedance matching circuits were designed only for energy efficient systems due to the unavailability of a common tool that could assist in the entire EIMN design process. Cost of the EIMN were also a factor for ignoring them especially in electronics produced on a large-scale. With the availability of computational facilities, versatile simulation tools can be designed to realize the power conversion efficiencies in most applications including cyber-physical systems (CPS) and Internet of Things (IOT).

The electric impedance matching is not required when the operating frequencies are low or when the connecting cables are short. However, many applications require a high SNR, preservation of signal waveform and low power consumption. Examples are the biomedical applications where SNR and power is an important factor. This paper presented the transducers reported so far with the development of EIMNs for high-frequency biomedical imaging systems. In aircraft, spacecraft, wind turbines, and civil structures, the sensor-actuator networks for SHM applications are huge with long connecting cables. The presence of EIMNs increases the SNR and helps in eliminating ringing peaks in the sensor response due to electrical reflections. This increases the capability of damage and defect detection. In some heavy-duty industrial settings, significant power saving can be done by implementing the EIMNs. Figure 19 shows the advantages of EIMNs to develop any type of piezoelectric sensor, actuator, or transducer with high SNR, power efficiency, and flexibility. With
the rapidly growing embedded electronic systems, flexible electronics and nanotechnology, tunable and programmable EIMNs with miniature sizes can be developed in near future for MEMS and Nanoelectromechanical Systems (NEMS) based applications. Piezoelectric nanocomposites can provide huge flexibility to tune the electric and mechanical properties for realizing optimized EIMNs. The rapidly reducing sizes and cost of the components required for EIMN along with the materials and design tools will enable the engineers and researchers to rapidly design and fabricate the EIMNs for almost all applications.

![Diagram of Electric Impedance Matching Networks]

**Figure 19.** Advantages of using electric impedance matching networks.
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